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Mervyn Peake's Tith Stone completed the first part of Mervyn Peake's Gormengast series with a sense of exhaustion. It's a colossal book written with such dense language that reading through it is like flip through words. It was the book equivalent of eating a very rich, very large chocolate cake. Behind all the subtleties and techniques of
the language is an equally strange story, which does not easily fit into any particular genre. In my local bookstore, at least, it's laid out in the fantasy section, seemingly because no one knows where else to put it. These days (after the publication of Tolkien's Lord of the Rings) the word fantasy is used to classify books that are concerned
with magical creatures, the struggle between good and evil and huge subconscious worlds. Mervyn Peake has none of this, if you don't count Gormengast's stronghold filled with his sense of social and political machinations, his detailed descriptions of claustrophobia of rooms and aisles, and his vast history of culture and ritual as the
created world that you could easily. However, since the line between Gothic and fantasy fiction is often blurred – we are back to where we started. Suffice it to say, Stone's tith (and his two sequels Gormengast and Tith alone) is one of a kind. The story is set in Gormengast Castle, a huge stronghold of the Stogin family. Under the rule of
rituals and traditions, life in Gormengast can best be described as sedentous. Nothing changes. Even if someone dies - be it a member of the Stogin family, or a low servant - they are immediately replaced by strict guidelines for hereditary inheritance. The life of the hammers, guided by a complex and incomprehensible ritual, with only
minor hobbies providing any relief against the monotony of existence for the inhabitants of Gormengast — a hobby, that include reading (for the melancholy of Count Sepoulhrawe), devotion to pets (for Countess Gertrude, who cares more about her birds and cats than about her own daughter Fuchsia), meaningless schiming (for the twin
sisters of Count Cora and Clarits) and petty feuds (for Flea's servant and the grotesque chef Svelter). But two change agents are about to be introduced into this stuffy atmosphere. One is newborn Tith, the future Earl of Gormengast, who - despite being the title character - has nothing to do with the action of the story (it's hard to be a
properly developed character when you're a baby!) another - a much more intriguing figure of seventeen-year-old Sterpik, a low-key boy with high ambitions. I take every opportunity, he can spy on the Stogin family and make himself indispensable for different family members, the Mukavelian youth begins to rise to power and control - and
the only way I can describe it - is to combine Macbeth's overwhelming ambitions with Scarlett O'Hara's disregard for morality as she gets in the way of personal gain. Naturally, it makes for a fascinating character, just a little too unsympathetic to be called an anti-hero, but nonethless convincing. Although Sterpik's manipulation is the main
plot of the novel, there are many subparatures, mainly the story of a young inhabitant (a member of the peasantry), who is brought as a nurse to tith's infant, but ultimately leaves to return to his hostile lovers. In addition, there are characters dr. Prunesqualler, Nni Slugg and Sourdust (just like Charles Dickens, Peake must have had a
great time, assigned appropriate names to their characters), who each of their parts play in a huge tapestry of family and class relationships throughout the novel. However, it seems that much of this particular story is created. I haven't read Gormenghast yet, but the few characters and situations presented in this novel (and the lack of
resolution assigned to them) give the impression that they are stored for later books – as Peake has certainly planned these works in advance, always intending them to be part of a series of several books. Unfortunately, this plan never succeeded because of the untimely death of Peake, who shortened Tith's life - but there's still plenty to
get drunk with the patient and the whimsical reader. Of course, it's a bit of a struggle because of the density of speech, some of which appear unnecessarily self-confident. But when Mervyn Peake has something profound to say, he says it in a way that will stay with you forever: There is a love that equals in its power the love of a man to a
woman and reaches inward so deeply. It is a man or woman's love for their world. For the world of their center, where their lives are burning sincerely and with free flames. So, basically: the pace is slow, the characters range from annoying to lustful, and the language is sometimes almost incomprehensible. But something attracted me
and made me continue to read: this fascinating world of Gormengast (which could easily be set in the past, future or on another planet completely), extremely dreamy and even psychedelic prose, and an alternative way of classifying fantasy fiction, which is a void of dragons, elves and magic-filled quests. Who knows? If Tolkien and the
Lord of the Rings weren't as popular (all but creating the term fantasy genre as we know it today), Mervyn Peake's incomplete cycle could well be a template for popular fantasy authors everywhere. ~ Rebecca Fisher Last fall, my friend handed me Titus Groan, the first book in the GORMENGHAST series by Mervyn Peake, and said: You
should read It's weird. We used to work in the same bookstore, so she knows something about my taste in books. I took it home, read the first chapter, and, disappointed, put it aside. It seemed tight and winding and I wasn't sure I had it in me to carry on. I'm so glad I eventually did. Which is not to say that Tith Stogin is not dense and
winding, because it is. But these qualities do not mean, as I suspected in my first experience, that it is also boring and meaningless. Instead, Peake creates a multilayered masterpiece of atmosphere that spins on itself as the symphony draws on earlier chords. The peak tells the story of the Stone family, dynasties that live in an ancient
labyrinth of a castle called Gormengast, and servants and other functionaries who live in the castle and just beyond. At the beginning of the book, Lord Sepoolhrave Stone, 76, count of Stogin, and his wife, Countess Gertrude, had just given birth to a child: Tith, heir to the title Of Groan. Although Tith is the title character, it has very little to
do with the plot because he is just a child throughout the book. Instead, the novel mainly focuses on the machinations of Sterpik, a kitchen boy who decided to rise through the hierarchy of the castle. Sterpik does this by manipulating members of stone's house, such as Fuchsia, Tita's 15-year-old sister, and Cora and Claritse,
Sepoolhrave's twin sisters, as well as trusted family servants such as Dr. Chornonskavalor and his vain sister Irma. Tyte Stone also tells us the story of the bitter feud between Flea, the head of the servant, and Svelter, Gormenhast's chef; and the sad tale of Ked, the outsider of the castle, who came for several months to be Tita's
breadwinner. Pique's character explorations are brilliant and weird, plenty of creepy eccentrics to compete with any Edward Gore. The chef, Svelter, is described as a mound of sweating flesh, while his enemy Fleis is as dry and thin as twigs, with knees cracking as he walks. Steerpike, the novel's main antagonist, is kind of nimble, strong
and cunning, despite being only 17 at the beginning of the series. He is high-braid and red-ock, and constantly reminded me of this other obscene teenage antagonist, Dickens Uriah Hep. Titus Stone's female characters are equally weird. Cora and Clarice Stones are the ultimate creepy twins who, when they stand next to each other as
mirror images, are described as: ... a dead and endless frieze whose inexhaustive and repetitive theme was forever, eyes, eyes, eyes. They speak as one, but always argue with each other, concerned solely about their priority and privilege in the castle. They see Lady Gertrude, Sepullawe's wife, as an unwanted intruder in the Stogne
line. Gertrude herself is an obsessive woman, with a tower of red hair that surrounds herself with birds and live carpet of white cats. Irma Chornonsqualor, an unattractive woman who moves past her prime minister, nevertheless sways and sways when she meets a likely contender. When Sterpik flattens her, it awakens the feeling of
attraction of the long dead: Somewhere in the vaults of her urination began to sing a tiny trapped bird. Since the Gormengast society is formal and highly ritualized, sex and sexuality do not often appear in Titus Groan. However, the tone of the book is sensual, sometimes mostly yes. Fuchsia and Keda are especially in tune with their
physical environments and sensations. The passage that first touched me, from Fuchsia's point of view, when she paves her way to a hidden attic in the castle, her special sanctuary: when Fuchsia climbed into the winding darkness, her body was soaked and as of green April became unconscious. Her heart beats painfully. It is a love that
equates in its power the love of a man to a woman and reaches inward just as deeply. It is a man or woman's love for their world. For the world of their center, where their lives are burning sincerely and with free flames. This language impregnates, weaknesses and incineration of all gestures to physical arousal without naming it
specifically. It reminds us that Fuchsia is a teenager, in the face of awakening, that even she has no name or context. Kada, on the other hand, is experiencing a different sensual awakening. As one of the peasant classes — and as the breadwink of Titus — it is portrayed as more earthly, physical and educated than the inhabitants of the
castle. She is aware of her own mortality to such an extent that the privileged class is not. This tragedy sends her on a transformational journey through the woods and mountains around Gormenhast as she reflects on her difficult existence. The narrative itself is occupied by a dense description, which from time to time crashes into poetry.
A ruby necklace is a piece of anger, and Tith's newborn ugliness is a fragment from a huge rock of humanity. The room in the castle is so much more that a single life ... lying in the throat of flowers. Peake's thick description becomes as important as the story he tells. In fact, many reviewers consider the sprawling Gormengast Castle to be
another character in the novel. Thanks to the many and varied descriptions of the castle, the atmosphere conquers the plot, turning it into something different and strange, how Twin Peaks turned the murder mystery or Wes Anderson turned a family comedy. The role of the castle transforms the rather interesting parts of Tith Stone - like
Sterpik's escape from the kitchens, or the battle between Svelter and Flea - and turns them into epic sets. Peak goes to the tangents improvised jazz solos, which are so transcendentally and fascinating in their ecmacy. For example, here's the moment when Svelter and Fleisch first value each other before their final deadly display:
Swanter's eyes meet the eyes of his enemy, and never held between the four Globes gnazing so ominously hell of hate. If the flesh, fibers, and bones of Mr. Fli's chef and bones were reddened and severed, that the dark corridor left only four of their eyes suspended in the air behind the graph's door, then, of course, they must have turned
red to the hue of Mars, reddened and smoldered, and finally broke the flames, so intensely their hatred was - smashed into flames and circling each other in ever-narrowed mouths and flight until, merging into one hissing globe of Ira, they must have escaped, four in one, leaving a trail of blood behind them in the cold grey air of the
corridor until, without screaming as they flew under countless arches and down the endless adheses of Gormengast, they again found their flaming bodies and again entrenched in the cursed sockets. This quote is just two sentences if you don't notice. The second sentence has ten lines describing the hatred between Svelter and Flea as
race and dance between flying, burning eyeballs. It is these moments that make the book such pure pleasure. However, my admiration is not at all. I recommend Titus Stone to the most terrified readers who use rich language, who dig up oddities that can be patient with a slow plot, and especially those who appreciate the value of staging
in fiction. ~Kate Lechler The Hormengast trilogy — (1946–1959, 2011) The first three books contain the original trilogy. In January 2010, Piqué's granddaughter found four books of composition in her attic that contained the fable of the fourth volume titus Awakes in full. Peake outlined the novel for his wife, Maeve Gilmore, who finally
finished Peake's masterpiece. It was published in 2011. Publisher: An undisputed classic of epic fantasy, Mervyn Peake Gormengast's novels represent one of the most enduring flights of the Gothic imagination. For the first time in many years, Tith Stone's first book in this mad series is produced individually with a paperback, complete
with impressive new packaging. When the novel opens, Tith, Lord Sepullave's heir, has just been born. He stands to inherit the miles of stone and mortar that form Gormengast Castle. Inside, all events are caused by a complex ritual, the origins of which are lost in history, and the castle will be born dark characters in semi-light corridors.
Dreamy and macaque, Peake's extraordinary novel is one of the most amazing and fantastical works in modern English fiction. SHARE: WATCH OUT: If you plan this book you can support FanLit by clicking on the book cover above and buying it (and everything else) on Amazon. It doesn't cost you anything extra, but Amazon pays us a
small referral fee. Click any book cover or link. We use this revenue to keep the site running. It pays for website hosting, post offices for giveaways, and bookmarks and T-shirts. Thank! You!
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